Abstract. The third-order susceptibilities ,i.xxx x ^ (3) (__60 3 ., (1)1' (I)1' (/)1) of some liquids, solids and air are determined by third-harmonic generation. The samples are placed behind the focal region of a laser beam in an evacuated environment to avoid third-harmonic generation of the surroundings. For fluid media the sample cell is made out of two thin fused quartz plates and oriented to an angle of zero net third-harmonic production in each window (minimum Maker fringe position).
PACS: 42.65
The measurement of third-order nonlinear susceptibilities 2(3)(-0)3; o91, cop col) responsible for thirdharmonic generation is aggravated by disturbing light production in surrounding media (sample cell, air). Avoiding the influence of the surrounding substances in the light path by tight focussing (sample length longer than confocal parameter) results in zero thirdharmonic generation under phase-matched condition and for positive phase-mismatch (normal dispersive media). Only in anomalous dispersive matter light generation at frequency o93 occurs [1, 2] . In a collimated pump beam (frequency col) the third-harmonic light is periodically generated and annihilated for Ak+O and efficient light generation requires Ak=O. Circularly polarized laser light does not generate third-harmonic light in transparent media at all [6] . Third-order nonlinear susceptibility values 2(3)(-0)3; ~ 0)1, 0)1) of gases were obtained by putting a gas cell with its entrance window (absorbing at 0)3) in the focal plane of a laser [1] . The susceptibilities of some solids were measured in reflection [3] . A comparison of third-harmonic generation with cascading secondorder processes was used to derive 2(3)( -o93; o)1, (D1, 0)1) values for liquids and solids [4, 5] . In mixtures of substances with normal and anomalous dispersion optimum third-harmonic conditions were achieved [6-101 and nonlinear susceptibility values could be obtained.
In this paper we report on an accurate method to determine the third-order nonlinear susceptibilities Z(3)(-o~3; o)1, col, col) of solids, liquids and gases. Third-harmonic generation in a slightly diverging beam (thin sample behind focal plane of a lens) is studied. Third-harmonic generation in air along the path of the laser beam is avoided by putting the sample into a vacuum chamber. The entrance and exit windows of the sample cell for liquids and gases are made out of thin plane fused silica plates (thickness: 0.2 mm). By tilting the cell to a Maker fringe minimum position for each window [11] no thirdharmonic light is produced in each of the windows. The cell is slightly wedged in order to record a Maker fringe curve when the filled cell is laterally shifted relative to the light path.
Theory
The calculation of third-harmonic light generation starts from the wave equation
where E is the electrical field strength and PNL the nonlinear polarization ; n and c~ are the refractive index and the linear absorption coefficient, respectively. The (3)iEEE (2) with ~(3) being the third-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor. Equation (1) 
where A stands for E and PNL' A10 and A3o are the amplitudes at cot and 603 , respectively 9 Using the slowly varying amplitude approximation and the transformation z' = z and t' = t-nz/c leads to (/? = 1, 3) 0 c~ ic#~ PNL,//0 9 ~?Z' Ea~ + ? Neglecting the effect of PNI., lo on Elo, the pump laser field amplitude is given by
In the experiments linearly polarized laser light is used, i.e. Eto,x=Elo, Elo,y=Elo,~=O. For this situation the nonlinear polarization PNL, 3o reduces to
and PNL, 30, y = PNL, 30, z = 0 for isotropic media and all crystalline classes except triclinic and monoclinic. A k =k3-3kl=(n30)3-3n10)a)/C=30)l(n3-nl)/c is the wave vector mismatch 9 gO(Zo) is the phase of the nonlinear polarization at the initial position z o. In the further discussion Z(3~)~x(-0)3 ; 0) 1, o91, col) is abbreviated by Z (3).
Insertion of (5) and (6) into (4) gives (E 3 o, x = E3 o; E3 o, y =E3o,z=O,z'>Zo)
The solution of (7) is
Equation (9) indicates that the contribution to thirdharmonic light generation E3o(Z' )-E3o(Zo) in a transparent medium of length z'-z o is zero if z'-z o = 2m/cob, where /coh = n/Ak is the coherence length and m is an integer 9 The thicknesses of our windows are adjusted to this length condition (entrance window l A = 34/Coh, exit window I c = 32/Co h, Fig. lb ) in order to avoid contributions of the cell windows to the thirdharmonic light generated in the sample. The light path through the sample cell is shown schematically in Fig. lb . The cell has a wedge 6. Its entrance face is tilted to an angle 0 to the input light
